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 px / 13px - DIA 1" (width and height), then select the "Height" tool (in the Toolbox, see image below) Then draw a straight line
down, make a point 90° and draw another line to the right, then select both and "Paste Special" from the "Tools" menu, choose

"Group" and choose "Combine". Duplicate the right end of the shape. Copy and paste this shape on top of the other end and
paste special again. Group and combine (see image below) Again, draw a line and make a 90° point, then draw a line back to the

original line, select both, paste special and then group and combine. Duplicate the group. Cut out both shapes and add them to
the main shape. Select all the shapes and group and combine. Draw a straight line down, make a point 90° and draw a line to the
left, then select both and paste special, then group and combine Select all the shapes and group and combine. Rotate the shape

around the vertical axis and then again around the horizontal axis. The resulting shape should look like this. Duplicate the shape
and cut out. Add to the original shape. Select all the shapes and group and combine. Set the grid to "Lines" in "Shapes" and

"Objects" and draw grid lines. Draw another shape, make a 90° point and draw a line to the right (see image below). Select both
and paste special. Group and combine Duplicate and cut out the two shapes. Select both and group and combine. Draw a line,
make a 90° point, draw a line to the left and select both. Paste special and group and combine Add a shape. Make a 90° point
and draw a line to the right. Select both and paste special. Group and combine. Duplicate and cut out two more shapes and add

to the left of the original shape. Add a shape. Make a 90° point and draw a line to the right. Select both and paste special. Group
and combine. Select all the shapes and group and combine. Add a shape. Duplicate the right-hand shape and add to the left of

the original shape. Group and combine. 520fdb1ae7
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